
Tuberous sclerosis is a neurocutaneous syndrome with a wide variety of clinical, pathologic, and radiologic

manifestations. Intracranial phakomatosis has been reported to include subependymal nodules; cortical , and

subependymal giant-cell astrocytomas. Subependymal giant-cell astrocytomas are rare, benign  typically slow

growing tumors of mixed neuroglial lineage, which can become aggressive and cause increased intracranial pressure,

seizures, and focal neurologic signs. The standard treatment of these tumors is total neurosurgical resection [1,2,3].

We report a 07 month old male patient with tuberous sclerosis who underwent surgery for a large subependymal

giant-cell astrocytoma (SEGA). It is rare to find SEGA in this age period.
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Introduction

Tuberous sclerosis is an autosomal-dominant,

multisystem, neurocutaneous syndrome classically

characterized by the Vogt clinical triad of seizures,

mental retardation, and facial adenoma sebaceum.

Benign tumors occur in various organs, including the

heart, kidneys, and brain. In the brain, the lesions

typically manifest as cortical  and subependymal

hamartomas or tubers; these are areas of giant

neurons, astrocytes, and areas of gliosis. Subepen-

dymal Giant cell astrocytoma is a rare, low grade tumor

accounting for 1-2% of all peadiatric brain tumors and

occurring exclusively in patients with TS.4 Although

histologically benign, SEGAs commonly arise in the

lateral ventricles near the foramen of Monro and can

result in obstructive hydrocephalus.2 Historically,

patients often presented with symptoms of increased

intracranial pressure, and the death rate after surgery

in the acute phase approached 10%. More recently,

tumors have been resected in the nonacute phase to

improve prognosis.5
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Cas e  Re port

A 7 month old male patient, diagnosed case of

Tuberous sclerosis, presented with complaints of

seizures, feeding difficulties and vomiting. Patient

underwent CT scan without contrast of brain, which

showed a large 3 x 2 cm (AP x TR) well defined

lobulated heterogeneous predominantly hyperdense

mass lesion with specks of calcification occupying the

frontal horn and anterior body of right lateral ventricle

extending to foramen of monro, which was effaced,

resulting in dilatation of occipital horn of lateral ventricle

(Fig. 1A & 1B). Multiple small subependymal calcific

nodular deposits and few hyperdense nodules in white

matter were detected. Patient underwent right frontal

craniotomy, and biopsy of the lesion revealed;

Subependymal Giant cell Astrocytoma (WHO Grade1).
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Figure  1A &  B: (CT brain without contrast) Well defined lobulated
heterogeneous predominantly hyperdense mass lesion with specks
of calcification occupying the frontal horn and anterior body of

right lateral ventrcile extending to foramen of monro.

Dis cus s ion

Tuberous sclerosis is an autosomal-dominant

neurocutaneous disease that originates during fetal

development, and gives rise to hamartomas in multiple

organ systems. In the brain, four major pathological

features have been identified, as follows:

1)  Cortical and Subcortical tubers

2)  White matter disease

3)  Subependymal Nodules (SENs)

4)  SEGAs.

CT is a useful tool for detection of subependymal

nodules, since they are associated with calcification

far more commonly (88%) than are cortical tubers.

Unenhanced CT typically depicts multiple small foci

with dense calcification along the lateral ventricles

bilaterally. At MR imaging, subependymal nodules are

hyperintense on T1-weighted images and iso to

hyperintense on T2-weighted images. Subependymal

nodules tend to have lower signal intensity on T2-

weighted image than do cortical tubers, probably

because subependymal nodules have high water

content.

SEGAs are characterized by proliferative astrocytes

and giant cells, with a prevalence 5%–20% in patients

with TS.6 The typical location of SEGAs is in the

foramen of Monro, leading to obstructive hydro-

cephalus. Typically, the initial symptom of SEGAs is

increased intracranial pressure, frequently with acute

onset. Different from other cerebral astrocytomas,

SEGAs have benign biologic and pathologic features

1A

1B
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2B
Figure  2A &  B: MRI brain T2 and T1 images showing lobulated

mass lesion occupying the frontal horn.
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(i.e, slow growth, minimal or no attendant brain edema,

and minimal invasiveness). It is widely accepted that

SEGAs are derived from subependymal nodules; this

is supported by the existence of intermediate cells

between hamartomatous nodules and SEGAs and by

serial CT studies indicating growth of nodules into

SEGAs.7 SEGAs are typically slow growing tumor

usually present in older children and adolescents,

although SEGAs can evolve in utero too.8
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